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DeSoto County Schools
Distance Learning Packet

1st Grade
ELA and Math

Week 1: March 25th-27th
Week 2: March 30th -April 3rd

Week 3: April 6th-9th
Week 4: April 14th-17th



Number Partners for 10 Name

Draw counters to make 10. Then complete the equation.

10 = 9 + uuuuu
OTTFM

10= 1 +

10= 8 + oaaoa
rrra

10= 2 + aa
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Adding Three Numbers Nome

Find 7+3+4. D Find 3+2+7.

7+ 3 4+

v "I/ +

7+3+4= 14

Find 6+5+1.

6+

1
5 1+

+

6 +5 +1 =

Find 8+5+2.

8 5 2+ +

w

+

8+5 + 2 =

3 2 7+ +

w

+

3+2+7=

Find 4+4+2.

4 4+ + 2

+

4+4+ 2 =

Find 3+5+3.

3 5 3+ +

w

+

3 +5 +3 =
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C.007 Narrative Text Structure

Picture the Character

^^ Objective
The student w^ill describe characters.

<as^
^s^ Materials

^ Narrative text

Choose text within stttdents' instructional-inelependent reading level ra-nge or teacher recul-aloi^el.
> Studeiit sheet (Activity Master C.007.SS1)
^ Pencil

^Activity
Students describe a character usiiig a graphic organizer.
1. Place text at the center. Provide the student with a student sheet.
2. The student reads the text or reviews the teacher read-aloud.
3. Names a character in the story and writes the name in the center square of the student sheet.

Illustrates the character above the naine.

4. "Writes words that describe the character's appearance and actions in the "frame on the
student sheet.

5. Continues until student sheet is complete.
6. Teacher evaluation
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^^r Extensions and Adaptations
^ Use another graphic organizer to describe character (Activity Master C.007.SS2).
^ Describe other characters in the story.
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Name
Picture the Character C.007.SS

Author

^\.

Character
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Name
C.OIO.SS3 Story Sequence Organizer
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Sowing Word Problems to 20 Name

Amy has some crayons.

She finds 7 more crayons.
Now she has 18 crayons.

h-low many crayons did
she have at the start?

nrrm
aal

II + 7= 18

crayons

There ore 15 fish in a tank.

7 of the fish ore orange.
The rest are white.

How many are white?

15

^z- x.

15 -

white fish

Marco has 16 flowers.

He gives some to Alex.
Now Marco has 8 flowers.

How many did he give
to Alex?

16 -

flowers

There are 12 bagels in
a box.

Some bagels are eaten.
Now there are 14 bagels.

How many bagels were
eaten?

bagels
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Finding the Unknown Number Name

Find the missing number.
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Find the missing number.

-8=5

Find the missing number.

15 - =6
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:i%s Comprehension
C.012 Narrative Text Structure

Story Grammar

^ Objective
The student vyill identify story elements.

^$y Materials
^ Narrative text

Choose text within students' instructional-inelependent reading level range or teacher read-aloud.
> Student sheet (Activity Master C.012.SS)
> Pencil

^ Activity
Students record story eleinents using a story granunar graphic organizer.
1. Place text at die center. Provide the student -with a student sheet.

2. The student reads the text or revievys the teacher read-aloud.

3. Writes the tide and author on the student sheet.

4. Identifies the setting, characters, problem, important events, and solution. ^Writes descriptive
sentences in each of the corresponding sections of the student sheet.

5. Continues until student sheet is complete.
6. Teacher evaluation
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^^7 Extensions and Adaptations
^ Retell the story to a partner using a felt board and story pieces.
^ Read another story and record, the story elements.
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Name
Story Grammar

Titie:_
Author:

^Problem

^Important Events

/^Solution

C.012.SS

^Setting ^ /^Characters

^ \^

^/

^

^
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-^
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Understanding of
Teen Numbers

Name

Draw lines to match the numbers.

11

17

15

18

13
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Subtracting to Compare
in Word Problems

Name

Solve the subtraction problems.

a There are 6 triangles. There are 4 circles.
How many more triangles are there?

6-4=

more triangles

There are 5 squares. There are 2 circles.

How many more squares are there?

5 - 2 =

more squares

There are 7 triangles. There are 6 squares.
How many more triangles are there?

7- 6 = i~~\^i~

more triangle
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lensiOB TK
Narrative Text Structure C.OI I

Story Question Cube

The student will identify story elements.

^s^ Materials
issy

^ Narrative text

Choose text within students' instructional-independent reading level range or teacher read-aloud.
^ Question cube (Activity Master C.011.AMI)

Copy on cardstock, cut, and assemble.
^ Student sheet (Activity Master C.011 .SS)
^ Pencils

^ Activity
Students discuss the parts of a story using a question cube.
1. Place text and question cube at the center. Provide each student vyith a student sheet.
2. The students read the text or revievy the teacher read-aloud.

3. Taking turns, roll the question cube, read the question, and answer it in relation to the text.
4. Discuss and -write or illustrate the ansvyer on the student sheet.

5. Continue until student sheet is complete.
6. Teacher evaluation

+̂-+H -1
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^57 Extensions and
®?"

^ Discuss story elements from a different text.
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Name
Story Question Cube

Title:

Where does the
story take place?

What happens
in the story
(beginning,
middle, end)?

How was the
problem solved?

Who are the
characters?

Why did the
problem happen?

When does the
story take place
(time)?

C.OI I.SS
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1. Fill in the blanks.

(a)
t

^
to

There are 6 children.

4 of them are boys.

There are _ girls.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

There are 6 fish altogether.

There are 2 big fish.

There are _ small fish.

).
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There are 8 fruits.

5 of them are apples.

There are _ pears.

^ ^ ^?r^
\^Jv_/

^ ^
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There are 5 balls.

2 of them are grey.

The rest are white.

There are _ white balls.
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2. Fill in the blanks.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

^^l^^^l^^L^i
There are 8 trees altogether.

4 of them are cut down.

trees are left.
a-c&i

^r.:^\ r..-^\ ^^\ r^\ f.

I bought 7 oranges.

I ate 2 of them.

oranges are left.
e&

There are 6 fruits altogether.

2 of them are papayas.

The rest are pineapples.

There are _ pineapples.

'%

There are 5 children. Y/^3

3 of them are swimming. ^^^?
are

not swimming.
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Comprehensiqii
Narrative Text Structure

!"
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!3^i^' TK
C.014

Retell Wheel

Objective
The student vyill retell a story.

<^7 Materials
^ Narrative text

Choose text ivithin students' instnictional-independent reading level range or teacher reaii-alouei.
> Retell "SVheel (Activity Master C.014.AM 1 a - C.014.AM 1 b)
> Brad

Attach ivheek using brad.

Students repeat a story using a question retell wheel.
1. Place text and retell \vheel at the center.

2. Students read the text or review the teacher read-aloud.

3. Taking turns, student one holds the retell vyheel and asks student two to name the tide and
author of the story.

4. Hands -wheel to student two -who positions the w^heel opening on question one. Reads
question one and student one answers. If unable to ansvyer question, goes back and reviews
story for ans-wer.

5. Continue until all questions on v^heel are ansv^ered.
6. Peer evaluation

^

:nr-

^/.^
^5?^

% %Qc/.®--H •^

What is the title?

Who is the author?

^
^

-r-1

^57 Extensions and Adaptations
^ Use another retell -wheel to record the story (Activity Master C.014.SSla — C.014.SSlb).
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Comprehension

C.O 14.AM la Retell Wheel

What is the title?

Who is the author?

^-

retell wheel
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Comprehension
Retell Wheel C.014.AMIb
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retell wheel
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